Netball

COURT MEASUREMENT
Measures 30.5m (33.35yd) in length by 15.25m (16.68yd) in width, including the width of the lines.

COURT SECTIONS
There are 3 sections of 10.17m / 10.16m / 10.17m (11.05yd) each, creating a centre third and two goal thirds.

CENTRE CIRCLE
Diameter 0.9m (0.98yd) measured between the outside edges of the line.

GOAL CIRCLE
Radius 4.9m (5.36yd) taken from mid-point of goal line.

SAFETY MARGINS
Must be marked 2m (2.19yd) outside the main court markings at the goal ends (this is called the ‘End Run Off’) and 1.5m outside the main court markings at the side of the court (this is called the ‘Side Run Off’).

LINE WIDTH
5cm (1.97in) maximum.

COLOUR
Typically white but may be red for recreational play.